
GLOWING WATER

One bottle filled with water mixed with highlighter dye,one bottle filled with tonic water and one bottle filled with regular
tap water. Let's find out which ones glow.

The simplest way to do it is to place tonic water under black light. The ultraviolet light being radiated from the
black light will cause the phosphors from the pen's ink to emit light, which is known as luminescence.
Instructions: If you are using a highlighter pen carefully break it open, remove the felt and soak it in a small
amount of water for a few minutes. Find a dark room. Your water glowed under the black light because it
contained phosphors. She has taught science courses at the high school, college, and graduate levels. Tonic
water doesn't look very strange under normal light but what happens when you look at it under a black light?
You can create a glowing-water experiment in just a few minutes. Fill a water bottle with a very small amount
of water, then soak the felt inside the liquid. Glowing paint or powder tends not to be very soluble, so it is
good for some projects and not others. Black lights are used in forensic science, artistic performances,
photography, authentication of banknotes and antiques, and in many other areas. Continue Reading. Turn on
the black light near your water, how does it look? Once you have the dye you can add it to more water to make
glowing fountains, grow certain types of glowing crystals, make glowing bubbles , and use it for many other
water-based projects. Soak the felt in a small quantity of water. Does the dye from a highlighter pen do the
same thing? Tips Construct a small isolation booth if a dark room is not available at the science fair. Tonic
water glows very brightly when exposed to black light and is great for edible projects. If you use tonic water,
be sure not to use any other type of water. If you used a highlighter pen then the UV light reacted with
phosphors in the dye. The quinine in the water will glow. You can extract non-toxic fluorescent dye from a
highlighter pen to make glowing water: Use a knife to carefully cut a highlighter pen in half. If you used tonic
water then the UV light reacted with phosphors in a chemical used in tonic water called quinine. The type of
luminescence in this black light experiment is technically referred to as fluorescence. Pull out the ink-soaked
felt that is inside the pen. Most felt pens can be opened by prying off the very top piece with your fingernails,
or by unscrewing the base. Simple explanation: The ultra violet UV light coming from your black light lamp
excites things called phosphors.


